
Soft Addictions: instructional 
 

3D microphone to tuning fork 
left side - left side - left side  

Right side- right side- right side 
  

 
Hold the spine in the palm of one hand and gently hold the leafs open 
with the fingers of the other hand. Alternate. 
 
Sweep your hands up from the base of the back, either side of the spine, 
over the shoulders and stroke smoothly down with your fingertips to 
the start (the lower back). Alternate hands. 
 
We are transmitters, malleable agents, potential objects. 
Everything is atomised with an intrinsic failure,  
inevitable and planed obsolesce. 
 

16 reasons why 17 new things 29 ways to 17 of the worst 38 problems  

Try to make yourself feel present in this moment.   
Encoded and transformed underneath our human sameness 
the lexicon of a common and reticent  language. 
 
Grasping  an object, like a pencil, or lightly clenching your fist. Either 
could be substituted for nail biting or hair pulling.  
swipe select.  
 
There is a date seed in my pocket that is polished smooth, every time I turn it over in my hand. I do not 
Throw it away because it feels some how significant.  
 

left side-  left side- left side  
right side- right side- right side 

 
We are irritants. Rubbing away at the surface.  

 
19 conversation tips 21 of the best 14 photos 
 
Memory is different to habit, creatures of the common place.  
We have archived ourselves in a future arcane alliance with the 
functional.  
Keep a variation between gesture and rest. 
Disappearing bodies within a mute and distort language. 
 
Is the fixation on one unhinged action a validation of our being in the 
world? All the grit you left behind. The dirty rings on the keys, indents 
for your fingers.  
 
Hand- eye coordination, body schema plasticity, causal reasoning, 
function representation, executive control, social learning, teaching, 
social intelligence.  
 

The boundaries are blurred, the characters are spreading; 
In hand next to the thigh our features integrate and disappear. 

 
 
 
 
6 revelations 13 radical facts 19 flawless moments 



*Distinguish analysis" from "measurements." "Analysis" simply means to separate a whole into its 
constituent parts.  
 
Organisms are inherently plastic and adaptable. 
More than a set of processes fit to purpose.  
Functional knowledge regulates our use of familiar tools however 
causally obscure.  
 
Your wrists and forearms straight and level with the floor. 
learn to get a balance between "should" and "want".  
 
Our schema is elastic.  
Adjusted to a more fluent tool use.  
 
Define the boundary around our envelope keep track of any changes in 
body shape and posture. incorporate useful external objects.  
 
Hot breath on cold shells. Doing the ground work. Researching the contours.  

Keep your wrist straight and avoid awkward bending. 
Learn to mentally rehearse how and when you can  
control simple habits.  
 
39 invaluable ways to 32 people 18 of the best 7 moments 
 
Hold the paper in your right hand when reading the pages on the left 
and alternate to the other hand when reading the pages on the right. 
 
I define the distance with your arms.  
Extend the arm forward. It should not touch anything.  
 
We establish causal inferences by diagnosing the unexpected outcomes 
of our goals and directed actions.  
Uniformity of figures unfurling.  
plastic and adaptable, Sequence of aerobic activity 

Working memory, inhibitory control,  

22 signs you 71 of the most the 15 most 24 stages 

Repeat action 
There is no rhythm without repetition  
We are balanced between tangible folds of breath 
Observe the bad habit in minute detail. 
 
Hold the book closed in both hands and then lean the cover of the book 
into your left hand. Then use your left thumb to open the book.  
 
Learn to substitute an acceptable but incompatible action in place of bad habits. 
 
 
 

 

 

 


